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core Blueprint

Business: _________________________ Name: _________________________

Core Purpose (why?): 

Reinforced DNA - 3D Questioning: 

Annual Initiatives: 

Core Principles: 

Envisioned Future: 

Current Marketspace: 

The Impossible Game: 

Unique Gene - Wow Factors: 
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Notes: 
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perFormAnce inDicAtors

Business Activities

Relationships

Identify a few key numbers that will allow you to track performance in 3 key business activities.

Identify a few key numbers that will allow you to track performance in 3 key relationship activities.

MARKETING
SALES

DELIVERY
IMPLEMENTATION

FINANCE
CASH

CUSTOMER
INTERNAL

TEAM
PROVIDERS
SUPPLIERS
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Business Focus

QuArterlY Blueprint

Business: _________________________ Name: _________________________

Period Focus                                                   Deadline: ________________________

Celebrate:Business Snapshot Numbers: 

Key Objective #1 

Notes

Revenues

Profit

Margins

A / R Days

Other

Other

Other

Primary Objective

Key #

Strengths Opportunities Weaknesses Threats

Balance # Target

MinimumMinimum

Target

Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #2 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #3 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 
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Personal Focus

QuArterlY Blueprint

Business: _________________________ Name: _________________________

Period Focus                                                   Deadline: ________________________

Critical Performance Measures (typically daily or weekly) 

Notes: 

Key Objective #1 

Notes

Description Target

Description Target

Description Target

Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #2 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #3 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #4 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 

Key Objective #5 

Notes Needs

Measure of Success

Key Objective 
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execution

Name: _________________________

Notes: 

# WHAT WHO WHEN
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glossArY oF terms

The Alignment and Execution Blueprints are powerful guides to enhancing and accelerating the growth of your company. That being said, 

they may include terminology with which you are unfamiliar. You likely have heard of the deeper concepts but different groups have  

different terms to describe them. This glossary is offered to simplify and unify understanding. You are welcome to adjust the terms to  

suit your needs and culture. 

Core Blueprint 
Core Purpose – this is the “why” for your business, the mission. What is the higher purpose? This may be concrete or more abstract. 
The key is to create a purpose that can drive your organization forward and over any hurdles it may face. In the beginning, this may be 
adjusted here and there but you should reach a point when it changes very little if at all from year to year. 

Core Principles – these are the guiding principles, the rules of engagement. These principles or values describe how you operate. There 
often are more than one way to climb a mountain, these principles help define the path you will take and the strategy you will use to  
overcome whatever obstacles you are faced with. A company that dominates in this space would be Zappos inc. 

Envisioned Future – this is what the future looks like. What will your company look like? What are you building and how will it look in 30 
years. The time frame is somewhat arbitrary but the idea is a longer term vision for what you are building. This may change or be adjusted 
each quarter as experience increases so don’t worry about getting it exactly right as if it is permanent. It will change MUCH more than the 
purpose should. 

The Impossible Game – Ah, the game we all are playing… The impossible game is designed to be a measureable goal that may seem 
impossible, designed to make you stretch, often significantly. Many innovations have come from impossible games… think “man on the 
moon within the decade.” 

MarketSpace – these are the parameters of the current market you are striving to dominate right now. GE’s Jack Welch had the goal 
to have GE be either 1 or number 2 in every division and industry it operated in. That same goal can be had by all business owners 
although often on a much smaller scale. You may limit your marketspace geographically such as 1 or 2 in your city. You may also limit your 
marketspace demographically such as 1 or 2 in men from age 25 to 35. You get the idea. If you ever reach that level and dominate your 
marketspace, it may be time to expand it. This helps you stay focused and not spread your resources thin. 

Unique Gene – What is it that makes you different from your competition? Think about the unique qualities of what you do, these are 
your unique genes (as in DNA). If there is nothing unique, why are you in business? We don’t want to simply reinvent the wheel but  
improve upon it or even revolutionize it. It doesn’t have to be earthshaking, often simple differences are the easiest to sell anyway. 

Annual Initiatives – These are essentially your yearly objectives or goals. What do you want to accomplish in the next year? You may 
break these down by quarter in the next phases but for now, simply list the overarching annual objectives. More than 5 tends to be too 
many… 

Reinforce DNA - 3D questioning – This is designed to reinforce and kickstart your core development. Ask yourself the following 3 
questions: 
What should I start/stop/keep doing? 

Yes, that is 3 questions… you may add the clarifying statement that most empowers you such as “What should I start doing to achieve the 
above goals and direction?” 

Performance Indicators 
This page requires you to identify the numbers you are going to track within your business. It is broken up into 6 categories with 3 number 
spaces for each. You do not have to fill them all out although it is designed to help you find numbers and KPIs (key performance indicators) 
to track across your business activities and team. Tracking and managing progress through numbers helps bring hard data to the often  
abstract world of business strategy. What are you going to track? You have a space to identify the number and then add a description. 
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glossArY oF terms

Quarterly Blueprint: Business 
Business – name of your business 

Name – your name 

Period Focus: TXD Objective – this is your all-important overarching focus for the quarter (or trimester if you choose to manage on 
that time table). This is what you will be hell-bent on achieving. TXD stands for “Total Experience Design” and simply emphasizes the fact 
that whatever you focus on, be sure to manage the experience that surrounds it for all parties involved. How does it influence your  
delivered experience? Etc… 

Deadline – Typically the end of the quarter, this simply gives the time frame for your focus. 

Key # - The metric or KPI that will help you track your progress toward the TXD Objective. 

Target – this is the goal for your key # by quarter’s end 

Minimum – this is the minimum acceptable value for your key #. 

Balance # - When we focus exclusively on one objective, we may have the tendency to neglect other areas of our business. The balance 
number is a metric that track such areas at risk of neglect to ensure they do not suffer as a result of focus. It is not a number you are looking 
to improve, only to keep in your periphery and maintain (e.g. when you focus on sales, customer service may suffer. Your balance # may 
be avg daily customer service issues or something similar). 

Key Objectives – These are the sub-objectives that may drive toward your TXD objective. Often times, these are used as monthly 
objectives, one per month for the quarter. 

Measure of Success – how do you know when you have reached your objective? Define it and write it here. 

S.W.O.T. – Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. This is a common analysis to determine where you are at and what you 
need to do. Strengths and weaknesses are internal issues while the others are external issues. Do a quick analysis of where you are at here. 

Business Snapshot Numbers – this is a simple place to put your numbers from last quarter so they are on your mind when planning. 
You should understand how your strategy will affect the numbers. 

Celebrate – if your TXD objective is achieved, what are you going to do about it? Have some fun! Celebrate your victories. Even if  
you don’t achieve it, you may have a smaller celebration to kick off the new quarter right and congratulate any progress you did make. 

Quarterly Blueprint: Personal 

(see Quarterly Blueprint: Business for most of the terms. The only difference is that these should apply exclusively to your realm of  
influence or position) 

Critical Performance Measures – These are numbers you can track regularly to understand performance and see improvements  
or adjustments over time. What are they and what are trying to see (target). 

Execution 

This is a simple sheet to gather immediate tasks and needs from the meeting, assign them to someone on the team and give them a due 
date. It is to encourage action from any planning and progress. The “#” field may be used as priority or associations with objectives or 
whatever is most productive for you.
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